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The separation:   Why did Avram (not yet Avraham) send his nephew, Lot, to live 
elsewhere?  Avram  epitomised chesed.  On leaving Charan, Avram and Sara brought 
with them “Hanefesh asher osu veCharan” – the souls they had "made", i.e. the people 
they had proselytised.  From the outset Avram saw, as part of his life's work, the task of 
bringing people to recognise Hashem. No opportunity was to be wasted. Thus, at the 
beginning of next week’s sedra, Avraham welcomes, and invites for a meal, three 
strangers who appeared to be heathen nomads.   Lot was no stranger.  Lot recognised 
Hashem.  Lot was family.  Yet Avram says “All the land is before you.  Please separate 
from me.  If you go to the left, I will go right, and if you go right, I will go left”. Our 
question becomes all the more difficult, when soon afterwards, we find that Avram 
risks his life to save Lot after he had been captured in the battle between the four and 
five kings. 

Context:   The background is crucial.  Avram and Lot had acquired separate riches – 
measured in herds and flocks – when returning to Canaan from Egypt.  Their shepherds 
quarrelled.  Avram proposed the separation to avoid family strife.  Classically, the Ba’al 
Haturim draws on the concluding words in possuk, 11 and the beginning of possuk 12, 
“Vayifredu ish mai’al echov.  Avraham …” (each man parted from his brother. Avraham 
…) and points out the final letters of the last four words spell “Shalom”.   Rashi 
understands the cause of the shepherds’ dispute was their respective regard for the 
property of others.  Lot’s sheep were allowed to pasture on any land, irrespective of the 
owner.  Avram’s shepherds were punctilious only to pasture on ownerless land.  When 
they challenged Lot’s shepherds, they were met with the rejection: “Avram is due to 
inherit the whole land; Lot is his only kinsman; it will eventually be our master's; so is 
not theft”.       

Parallel:   Rav. Mordechai Miller z’tl draws a parallel with the relationship of Shmuel 
Hanavi and Shaul Hamelech.  Instead of total annihilation of Amalek as instructed, Shaul 
preserves the king –  Agag – and the flocks. Shmuel challenges his protégé – Why have 
you disobeyed Hashem?”  Shaul answers, “I have obeyed Hashem.  I brought back Agag; 
but I have destroyed the Amalekites.  As to the flocks he excused himself with the plea 
that the people brought back the best of the sheep and cattle to bring as sacrifices”.  
Shmuel drives home the point, “Does Hashem delight in offerings, more than obedience 
to His commands?”  Finally Shaul acknowledges his sin and begs forgiveness – but 
Shmuel rejects him and never sees him again.     Rav. Miller explains the will to repent 
can be diverted either by denial of the sin, or by rationalisation.  Shaul Hamelech was 
guilty of both – so no longer could be treated as a worthy King of Israel. 

Similarly, the shepherds of Lot were guilty of the twin failings of denial of wrongdoing, 
and rationalisation of improper actions.  Avram knew the contagion that this approach 
can cause. He also saw the root cause. Lot's desire for wealth – his treatment of 
gashmius as a priority – was fundamentally at odds with the spiritual worldview of his 
uncle. It was from this, that Avram knew he had to remove himself. 

Influencing others:   Avram know Lot’s character from years of close contact.  He 
observed a philosophy that could corrupt his own entourage.  Even the overwhelming 
influence of the character of Avram could not guarantee the immunity of his household 
and those he encountered from the infection of a contrary approach. This would create 
a significant danger were Lot to be given free rein to dwell alongside Avram. 

We tend, with historic hindsight, to look at the personalities of the Torah as the 
completed picture.  Too often we overlook the steps they took in their passage through 
life to grow into the role model they finally achieved.   

Avram at this time was not yet Avraham.  He had the potential, but had not yet passed 
all the successive tests.  He still had to grow.  And he was, in many ways, alone – with 
no other mokom Torah to turn to for support. To ensure his growth – and that of his 
household – could be nurtured successfully, separation from Lot was essential. Isolation 
of itself was not the desired approach; it was simply the need to keep separate from 
negative influences. 

Look out!   In sedra Shelach Lecha, the people asked for spies to look around and assess 
the Promised Land. In its closing parsha – the third paragraph of the Shema – it exhorts 
“velo sosuru acharei levavchem ve’acharei eineichem . . . do not look (or follow) after 
your desires or (what pleases) your eyes”.  When you look, you must also look out. 
Temptation is never far away. Lot raised his eyes and looked at the lush pastures.  His 
desire for gashmius overwhelmed his moral compass. Such is human nature.  

The story is as relevant today as it was at the outset of Jewish history. Peer pressure 
and natural desires are powerful weapons. How to channel these into a Torah context is 
a continual challenge – the more so when distractions are so subtlety placed at our 
disposal. Avram saw and took avoiding action; for the sake of his household and his 
progeny. He recognised that even he still needed to build, to grow and to strengthen his 
immense personality.    

In the words of Hillel (in Pirkei Avot 2, 5) “Do not be sure of yourself until the day you 
die”. 

This d'var Torah is dedicated to the memory of my mother, Busha bas Dov Be'er o'h 


